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Arabian Nights
Let Scheherazade lead you through the ancient and mysterious world of Ali Baba and Sinbad;
fall under the spell of a 1001 nights.
http://www.library.cornell.edu/colldev/mideast/arabnit.htm
Folk and Fairy Tales From Around the World
Compiled by the librarian and students of Sunrise Mountain High School, this incredible index
of Folk and Fairy Tales lists stories by country of origin, story title and book title. If you are
preparing a multicultural storytelling program this is the place to start!
http://staffweb.peoriaud.k12.az.us/Karlene_Edwards/New%20SMHS%20Webpage/Miscellaneo
us/FolktalesFromAroundtheWorld.htm
Nasreddin Hodja
Filled with information and stories about the beloved character of Turkish tales, this website is
also a portal to many other Hodja sites. Here is put a small slice of his wisdom… “Hodja! What
do they do with the old full moons?”
“They cut them up into small pieces and make the stars!”
http://w1.871.telia.com/~u87109316/index_eng.htm
Andrew Lang ~ The Literature Network
There isn’t a pot of gold at the end of this rainbow, but a prism of fairytale books to add to your
riches.
http://www.online-literature.com/andrew_lang/
The Mountain Times
I love finding storytelling treasures in the most unlikely places, like this weekly publication from
North Carolina. This section contains jewels of mountain lore; the people, historical stories,
folktales, myths and memorable mountain people. Pull up that old rocking chair, sit a spell and
enjoy the stories of the mountains.
http://www.mountaintimes.com/summer/locallore.php3
Myths, Folktales and Fairytales
Explore folklore with Nina Jaffe, experience a storytelling workshop with Gerald Fierst or a
myth writing workshop with Jane Yolen. If that isn’t enough, there are teacher guides,
assessments and rubrics, and of course stories!
http://teacher.scholastic.com/writewit/mff/folktales_home.htm
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Sounds of the World’s Animals
Thinking of adding some realistic sounds to your animal stories? This site will have you braying
and neighing along with the best of them. It even offers the phonetic spellings so you learn the
sounds in various languages from around the world.
http://www.georgetown.edu/faculty/ballc/animals/animals.html
Spirit of Trees
Cristy West’s growing website offers curricular resources, essays, organizational links, poetry
and folktales from some of our leading storytellers and scholars. Rest in the cool shade of its
branches and let the spirit of the trees nourish your soul.
http://www.spiritoftrees.org/
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